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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(M),   

BISWANATH CHARIALI, SONITPUR 

 

Present   :  Mrs. Himakshi Thakuria Buragohain, AJS 

                    SDJM(M), Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur 

 

                                         GR CASE NO. 182/16 

                                u/s 120(B)/294/323/500/506/34 IPC 

                                                     State  

                                                       -Vs- 

                              Sri Kailash Baruah  

                                       Smti Rubi Baruah Doloi ….……………… Accused person 

 

Advocate for the prosecution    : Smti. Jahnabi Kalita, Ld. Addl.P.P. 

Advocate for the defence           : Sri Debina Bora 

 

Evidence recorded on                 :  15-03-2016, 04-04-2017, 11-05-2017, 

                                                    

Arguments heard on                   :  07.08.2017 

 

Judgment delivered                    :  21.08.2017           

                                                  JUDGMENT  

1.               The gist of the prosecution case in brief is that the complainant married  

accused Rubi Baruah Doloi in the year 2010 as per social rites and rituals. After 

marriage the complainant and accused Rumi Baruah started leading conjugal life in 

the permanent house of the complainant at Boko in the District of Kamrup (Rural). 

After staying there for one week they returned back to Borgang and started 

residing there. A son and a daughter were born out of the wedlock. After one 

month from their marriage accused Rumi Baruah started quarreling with the 

complainant demanding various articles. Accused Rumi Baruah used to call accused 

Kailash Baruah whenever there was a quarrel between her and the complainant 

and thereafter the latter comes and scolds the complainant. Day after day the 

tortures of accused Kailash Baruah upon the complainant increased and finally both 
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the accused persons drove away the complainant from his house at Borgang with a 

view to take over the possession of his house. On 8-04-2016 at about 10 a.m the 

complainant asked accused Rumi Baruah why she did not send their son to the 

school but then accused Rumi Baruah called accused Kailash Baruah over phone 

and asked him to come. Later, accused Kailash Baruah came and started scolding 

the complainant using obscene words. Apart from that accused Kailash Baruah also 

threatened to set the house of the complainant on fire. The complainant further 

alleged that on that day accused Rumi Baruah assaulted him with a knife whereby 

he sustained injuries. Finding no other alternatives the complainant took shelter in 

the house of Dhananjay Doloi. About one month back from the date of filling this 

case, the complainant went to his permanent residence. It also appears that the 

situation came under control when the neighbours came to the place of occurrence 

after hearing hue and cry. Hence this case. 

2.                    On receiving the complaint petition the court forwarded the same to 

the O/C of the concerned PS for registration and investigation of the case. 

Thereafter police registered the case against accused as Behali P.S., Case No. 

45/16, u/s 120(B)/294/324/500/506/34 IPC. After completion of investigation police 

submitted charge sheet against accused Sri Kailash Baruah and Smti. Rubi Doloi u/s 

120(B)/294/323/500/506/34 IPC. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to 

the accused as required u/s 202 Cr.P.C. Considering the relevant documents and 

after hearing both the parties particulars of offence u/s 294/323/500/506/34 IPC  

were explained to the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried.   

3.                Prosecution examined 6 (six) witnesses. Statement of defence was 

recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. Defence plea is of total denial. Defence has adduced no 

evidence. 

4.                I have heard the arguments of the Ld. counsels of both sides and have 

framed the following points for determination: 

a. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention used any 

obscene words against the complainant in or near any public place to the 

annoyance of others and hereby committed an offence punishable u/s 294 IPC? 
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b. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention assaulted 

the complainant with the intention of thereby causing hurt to him and hereby 

committed and offence u/s 323 IPC? 

c. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention by 

speaking some words against the complainant made some imputation 

concerning the latter intending to harm his reputation and hereby committed an 

offence u/s 500 IPC? 

d. Whether the accused persons in furtherance of their common intention 

threatened the complainant with the injury to harm person, reputation or 

property thereby committed offence u/s 506 IPC ? 

DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

5.              The prosecution case rests on the evidence of the witnesses. The 

prosecution witnesses have been cross examined by the defense counsel. 

6.              In the very beginning of our discussion let us go through the evidence of 

PW1, Jayanta Doloi, who is the informant in this case.  According to PW1 on 

08/04/2016 he scolded his wife as she did not send their elder son to school. It 

appears that on that night there was a dispute between them and on the next 

morning his father in law, Kailash Baruah came to his house and both the accused 

persons threatened him using obscene words. Apart from that they also threatened 

to set his house on fire. PW1 stated that his wife Rubi Baruah asked him drive out 

his mother from the house. PW1 further alleged that his wife cut him with a knife in 

his neck and head and also assaulted him with a “Bothi”. PW1 also alleged that 

accused Rubi Baruah bite his mother and both the accused persons threatened his 

brother Dhanjanjay Doloi with injuries and dire consequences. It is reveled from the 

evidence of PW1 that at present he is living in his shop house. 

7.                Now let us go through the evidence of PW4, Dhananjay Doloi, who is the 

brother of the informant. PW4 stated that on 8-4-2016 at about 8.30 a.m the 

accused persons threatened him and the informant saying that they will set fire in 

their bakery and asked them to leave the place. According to PW4 at that time the 

local people came and interfered and the dispute came to an end. 
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8.                 If we go back to the complaint petition of the complainant we find him 

stating there that the situation came under control when the people from the locality 

came and interfered. It is revealed from the cross examination of the PW1 that 

Pabrati Brhma, Buddhiram Baruah, Lakkhan Das and Mohan are his neighbors. Now 

let us find out what his neighbors have deposed in their evidence. 

9.                  PW3, Buddhiram Baruah, stated in his evidence that in the year 2016 on 

hearing alteration of words in the informant’s house, he rushed to the place of 

occurrence and saw Kailash Baruah abusing Jayanta Doloi verbally. It appears that 

PW3 dispersed both the parties.  

10.                 PW5, Dhanmoni Das, stated in his evidence that about 6 to 7 months 

back he heard that a dispute took place in informant’s house. PW5 could not state 

anything about the cause of dispute as he did not witness the incident.  

11.                 PW6, Mohan Ch. Das, stated in his evidence that he is not aware about 

the incident but he had only heard about the dispute between the informant and his 

wife. 

12.                  PW2, Bhagwat Prasad Gupta, stated in his evidence that one day about 

8.00 to 9.00 a.m. the informant took him to his house as there was a dispute. 

According to PW2 the informant’s wife was scolding her husband and was also 

alleging that he restrained the informant from giving her money. PW2 further stated 

that as both the parties were altercating with each other he left the house. 

13.                  From the evidence of the other PWs it is seen that except PW1 and PW4 

the other PWs are independent witness. Among the independent witnesses we find 

that PW5 and PW6 could not say anything about the dispute between the informant 

and the accused persons. However it appears from the evidence of PW2 and PW4 

that there was a quarrel which they witnessed in the house of the informant. The 

only difference in their statements is that PW4 stated to that he had seen accused 

Kailash Baruah abusing the complainant, Jayanta Doloi, verbally whereas PW2 had 

seen the informant’s wife scolding her husband. From the evidence of PW4 and PW2 

it is not clear as to whether they witnessed the same incident. One thing which is 

revealed from the examination in chief of PW2 is that the accused had alleged that 

PW2 restrained the informant from giving money to her. At this point if we go back 

to the cross examination of PW1 we find him stating that he had constructed a wall 

in his house to separate himself and his wife. It also appears from the cross 

examination of PW1 that he had disconnected the electric line in his wife’s room. 
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From the cross examination of PW1 itself it is clear that he has been torturing his 

wife i.e. accused Rubi Baruah. Hence it is possible that the father accused Rubi 

Baruah, accused Kailash Baruah was scolding the complainant only because of his 

tortures on his daughter. Apart from that it appears from the evidence of PW2 and 

PW3 that both the parties were quarreling with each other in connection with some 

domestic matters.  

14.                  Therefore, after perusing the evidence and materials on record as well 

as facts and circumstances of the case no sufficient materials are revealed against 

the accused u/s 294/323/500/506/34 IPC. Hence it is assumed that the accused did 

not commit any offence as alleged by the informant in the Ejahar.  

 

O R D E R 

 

15.              In view the above discussion I find and hold that the prosecution failed to 

prove the case against the accused. Therefore, I find the accused not guilty of the 

offence committed u/s u/s 294/323/500/506/34 IPC  .  

              Accordingly, the accused Kailash Baruah and Rubi Baruah Doloi is 

acquitted and set at liberty forthwith. 

                    Bail bond, if any, shall remain in force for 6 (six) months. 

               Given under my hand, the seal of this court on this 21st day of August’ 

2017, Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur. 

 

                                                                         (H.T. Buragohain)  
         Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 
                          Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur. 
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A P P E N D I X: 

A. WITNESSES FOR THE PROSECUTION: 

PW1 : Sri Jayanta Doloi, the informant 

PW2 : Sri Bhagwat Prasad Gupta 

PW3 : Sri Buddhiram Baruah 

PW4    : Sri Dhanajay Doloi 

PW5    : Sri Dhanmoni Das 

PW6    : Mohan Ch. Das 

B. WITNESSES FOR THE DEFENSE: 

NIL 

C. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:  

Ext.1            : Complaint Petition 

Ext. 1(1) to 1(3)          : Signature of PW1. 

 

 

                                                                       (H.T. Buragohain)  
               Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate (M) 
            Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur.  

 
 


